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                  We are the county’s leading conservation charity, committed  to protecting wildlife and inspiring a lifelong love of nature. We manage nature reserves and discovery parks across the county,  providing outstanding outdoor education and preserving places of wonder.
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                  Essex Wildlife Trust manages and protects over 8,400 acres of land on 87 nature reserves and run 11 Nature Discovery Centres. 
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                  Learn about the wildlife found in Essex and across the UK and how you can help nature where you live.
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                  Support our vital work by becoming a member or volunteering your time. Find out about leaving a legacy or how you can help fundraise for us.
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        Local Wildlife Sites are areas of land that are especially important for their wildlife. They are some of our most valuable wildlife areas.
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        Find out information on all our Nature Nursery Policies, sickness & allergies, equality, diversity & inclusion.
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            Urgent: Help protect Local Wildlife Sites

        

        

    
    
        Essex Wildlife Trust urges people to call for protection for Local Wildlife Sites
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            New Year, New Visitors

        

        

    
    
        We were delighted with some exciting sightings in recent weeks, including during our January bird survey, and we're looking forward to upcoming projects.
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        Mary moved to Birmingham for her job and has found volunteering with The Wildlife Trust the perfect way to meet new people and put down roots in a new place.
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            Langdon Ridge declared a new Site of Special Scientific Interest

        

        

    
    
        Natural England has declared the Langdon Ridge in Basildon a new Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).
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            Public urged to defend nature as new policies threaten nature, climate and food security

        

        

    
    
        The Wildlife Trusts are asking their members, supporters and the wider public to defend nature by contacting MPs and local councillors – both online and in person – to voice concerns over new…
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            New Cowbridge Woods

        

        

    
    
        The Billericay Living Landscapes group has been working to improve this 2.5 hectare site that acts as a magnet to a wonderful array of wildlife.
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        Working full time in a windowless room cut Sonja off from the natural world around her; but spending time in wild places has helped her to discover herself since a shock diagnosis two years ago.…
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            New Look's Easter fundraiser 

        

        

    
    
        As their local charity of the year, New Look has been raising funds for our Trust over the Easter weekend.
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